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CilAPT.H;l~ I 
INTRODUCTION 
!1 
'i 
I 
•i 
' 
' 
The goals of nursing of the United states Air lorce .! 
are essentially the same as those of civilian nursing. 
lllilitary nursing, like all nursing, has as it obJec-
tive the care of the whole patient - body, mind, and 
spirit. It is concerned with health education and 
preseryation, as well as the care of the sick and in-jured. ' i 
i 
Like civilian nursing, military nursing utilizes a variety <~ 
I 
of personnel, differing in skills, experiences, and eduoa-
tional preparation to accomplish its goals. Like civilian 
nursing, the military, too, realizes that the succes::;ful 
attainment of the established goals of nursi11s depends in 
large measure on the proper utilization of its personnel. 
In t:1e most simple terrus, this means selecting the right 
person for the job; but, 1n the broader analysis, proper 
utilization of personnel implies that an individual is 
provided with the opportunities for the full contribution 
o£ his present abilities and for the continuing develop-
ment o! his potential abilities. 
Today, the nurse supervisor assumes a very lmpor-
llJ. .;. , Department of The Air ?orca, The Profes-
sional Nurse in t e :~. 3 Air Force ( \lashington, D. a. 1 
Reoru1 ting 3ervioe, n. d. , P• l. 
:j 
il il 
;t 
it 
I 
I 
ta.n.t l'olo in the porsoJmel !unctiona 1 sinco it 1a lc.rc;ely 
2orroJ.1n oontlr::a tala 
oonoept tfl1en she de£1noa nu.raing SU1lEll'V1o1on ;:;,3 ·•a oorvioe 
dOV1Sed to im.pl"'VO )Jatient oaro U,Y the )l".>:~otinr:;, 3tislu-
2or aomo nurse adllll.lliatrotora, Md sur>crvlJoro too, t!lia 
but find. it o1thor too diU1oul t or too i:a;Jl':"l.Otio:1l to 
and those 1nd1v1dunla 1fith lllrulat>orlnl ;Jl:;1.U.:J a<<d toohn1oa.l 
oom.;;,otonoo havo been oolooted to su.~)orv1sc. Jn tr:~o ba::.::Lo 
ot Perrodin • a de!ini tion, a1t inilel•ont :nu·t oi' ~:er:>onnel 
development would depend uvon t!w solcotlou o.:: aupc1-viaors 
•nt~l ability and willine;neas to oontrll:mt.c to porGonnel 
/1. atu.dy to detemino the baaos uaed by Air i?oroe 
ohio£ nursus for selecting nurae aupervinori.l a:'lould revcn.l 
1ntormat1on llS to whether ti1ay a.re o:wuon pr1c:tnr1l:; be-
oa.usa of tlleir mtuw.,;erinl and toonnion.l oo::t;H>t,;.aoe or 
whether they are Oi!OlJtm be on use of their nt:l.l1 ty to con-
trl bu te to tllo lmp:rove;nent of pn tient onz·o throuu;h stl:nu-
2Jeoil1a :. ?orrodin, .. i\\)19£Vio1on of '''.!.rain;; 
/arsoJtnl!l Uiow torltt l'ho ;momilian )Qlllpa.n;r, lJ54), 
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l:c tin;:; the growth and development of nu:t',Ji!lg personnel. 
The Stateznent of the Problem 
The Purpose of this study was to uetermine the 
bases used by Air Force chief nurses for the selection of 
nurse supervisors. 
Justification of the Problem 
Since 1949, when the Air .li'orce iiur·se Corps was 
first established, oorps strength has more than doubled. 
Today. approximately 3100 nurses are aervin6 in areas over 
the entire world.3 This corps is one of six groups of 
med1oal personnel which comprise the Air l~oroe aedical 
Service, whose mission it is to provide for the health 
needs of the Air Poroe population in both peace and. linJ.'• 
It provides the medical support necessary to maintain the 
7 
hit;hest degree of combat readiness and effectiveness of the 
United States Air iorce.4 :ro carry out this mission, flex-
ibility and mobility are prime requirements for all medical 
groups. Their officers are rotated to satisfy some spe-
citic Air Force requirement ordinarily umerated by one of 
the following factors: 
3u, .3,, Department of The Air ?'orce, Air Training 
Command, Indoctrination ?or Officers of the UJA.l Hedioal 
Jernoe (;•iontgomerJ, Alabama: Gunter Air l!'oroe Base, lJbO), 
c. 6. p. 1. 
4 Ibid.; c. 11, p. l, 
-
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1. Overseas, or higher priority requirements. 
2. Activation of new units, bases, or activities. 
3. Upgrade or refresher training requirements. 
4. Replacement gf similarly qualified officers leaving 
the Jervice.:; 
Conceivably, assignment rotation could present 
problems to the Air Force cluef nurses who are responsible 
for the proper utilization of nursing personnel. A study 
!! 
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which demonstrates the bases used in the selection and !I 
'J 
assignment of nurse supervisors would be useful to indicate ;; 
:l 
the expectations of chief nurses of supervisors in terms of 1! 
philosophy of supervision. :r 
I 
It was mentioned earlier that mill tary nursing uti- :i 
lizes a variety of personnel to acoomplisll its goals. One :! 
.. 
such group consists of non-professional nursing personnel. 
:; 
These are the enlisted airmen and civilian assistants who 1 
' I 
perform nursing duties in which there is no requirement for i 
!! 
li the exercise of professional judgment, The nurse supervisor,;~ 
q 
i 1~ho is selected with the personnel function of staff devel- ;I 
opment in mind, could be a key person to weld these heterog- fl 
'I 
enous groups into an effective and efficient nursing team. 
Scope and Limitations 
Tins study was carried out in all Air Force 
hospitals located in the United States with average bed 
occupancies of 100 or over, This restriction qualified 
5u, s., Department of The Air Force, Career Fact 
Book for the u. S, Air Force Officer (Washington, D. c.: 
Personnel Division, 1961), p. 19. 
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thirteen hospi tala to partioipa te in tho otudy • The ci1ief 
nurses of these hospitals were asked to choose and than 
rank in order from hiGh to low their choice of several 
bases that could C;: '.' '"1d to select a nurse supervisor. 
~'cllowing are the evident limitations of tnis study: 
1. £here was no certainty that tne hospitals 
selected to participate in tl1e study utilized 
a supervisory staff. 
2. There ~ms no certainty that the cnle! nurses in 
the selected hospitals had been involved in ·the 
actual selection of nurse sunervisors. In 
this instance the responses iwuld indicate •·•hat 
she ;>culd do rather than what she has done. 
:! 
:t 
" ' ., 
ii 
'i 
il 
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I 
I 
.j 
3. l'he nature of the questionnaire) called for the :I 
ranking of some bases in order from high to low. l 
There was no assurance tlmt this ;ms a compre- ': 
hensi ve list of bases fo:r su;)ervisor selectior:. 
Definition of Ter~s 
The Chief Nurse 1n a United Jtates Air Force 
hospital is a graduate professional nurse and a Co;:Jlllis-
sioned Officer in the United States Air ..i'or·co. Jhe is 
the m111tary counterpart of a civilian director of nursing 
service. Her duties include not only the over-all super-
vision of the persormel involved in nursine; activities. 
but also the folla1fing: 
1. the or:sanization and direction of in-patient 
activities. 
2. the formulation of policy affecting ·the 
department of nurs1nc; such as the proper use 
of personnel. 
,; 
,, 
10 ;i 
3. the promotion of public relations. 6 
~ ~ ---~--~ -t~,---,~~==o 
' 
The nurse supervisor in a United Jtates Air Jorce 
hospital is a gr<>duate professional nur:>e and a Conmissioned :; 
,[ 
Officer in the Unl te:i Sta. tes Air lor·ce, ..lhe is responsible 
for the assi~uent and supervision of nursins perJonnel 
within her respective depa.rt:nent.7 
All nurses in the Nurse Oorps of the United Jta.tes 
Air Force are subject to assignment rot<:•tion based on the 
needs oi' the service. 
Preview of Hethodolov.y 
!he data were obtained by means of a questionnaire 
(Appendix Ii) directed to the chief nurses of thirteen Air 
i'oroe hospitals, 1\. letter (Appendix A.) explainin,: tlle 
purpose of the study was atta.o11ed to tlle questionnail'e, 
.2!ach chief nurse was directed to rank in or·del' from uigh to 
low several bases that could be used in til<! selection of a 
nurse supervisor. The questionnaire also included fixed-
alternative responSI:lS and open-ended questions which dealt 
with supervisor selection, 
~equenoe of Presentation 
l'ids study is presented in the follo1dn~ manner: 
0 U. 3, Department of :I: he Air l''orce, Air Training 
Conuuand, Indoctrination For Officers of the UJA~' aedieal 
Jervioe (~Aontgomery, Alabama: Gunter Air Force Base, 1960), 
·a. lb, p. 2. 
7~,, c. lG, P• 3, 
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Ohapter II reviews the literature relevant to the 
thtJoretioal .f'l'!llllework o.f' the s~dy as it rela. tea to selec-
tion and utilization of supervisory personnel. 
Obapter III d1sousaes the selection and desor1ption 
of the sample; the tool used 1n the oolleotion of the data. 
and the method of procurement o.f' the data. 
Ohapter IV deals with the presentation and d1acus-
e1on o.f' the data. 
Ohapter V contains the summary, oonolusion, and 
recommendations based upon the .f'1ndings o.f' the study. 
JHAPT.illll. II 
The Air Force l4edical Service was officially 
separ-ated, in 1949, from the Army 11edical :.>ervice, l'ile 
hospitals designated for Air Force use were ti10se that 
had been hastily oonatructed during ;forli.l :Jar II, and by 
1949 were fast becoming serious maintenance and re;n1.ir 
problems. Lone-range pla..ming for reconatruction or re-
placement was begun in earnest. Thoue;h the iCorean emer-
;;;ency brought 'ti th 1 t inevitable delays; the Air Force 1vns 
successful in improvinc; its medical facilities, By lJ5d. 
the Air Force had obtained congressional authorization to 
construct 241 ne1,r medical and dental facilities in the 
United :.>tatea and overseas, 
.ihile the Air r'orce is justly prou<.l of its new 
pi<ysioal facilities 1 it recocnizes that its most im11orta,1t 
asset is its persotmel. li thout capable perso<mel, modern 
medical equi)ment and L-nposing buildings are useless. 
One reads in the ourren t literature til.<1 t civilian. 
nur81nc is faced with a critical shortac:;e of professional 
nurses, 'rllis is a problena that is shared by the mill tary. 
In fact, there are those who say that this sllorta:.';e 1:111 
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never be completely solved - that it oan only be allevi-
ated. Some of the measures that have been tried include 
the team plan of nursing, the more extensive use of non-
professional nursing personnel, and oumplioated procedures 
have been fractionated into simple steps so that less 
skilled persons oan perform them. I:.'ven more recently, the 
ward unit manager has been introduced to relieve nurses of 
their non-nursing duties. .F..aoh of these measures has 
merit, but to make them truly effective, a catalyst is re-
quired to unify tllOUl. 'fhat catalyst is supervision. one 
author suggests that supervision, properly used, can in 
large measure overcome the current nurse shortage.d 
Viguers states that 
it may be impossible to get 10 per cent more workers 
to add to a nursing department in our hospitals, but 
it is not impossible to improve supervision to get 10 
per o~nt more production from the workers we now 
have. 
[j 
',iaen Perrodin defines nursinc:; su.oervislon as a ser- :1 
II 
vioe to improve patient care by the promotion, stimulation, il 
<i 
and fostering of personnel growth, she is omphn.sizing that 
supervision is primarily concerned with personne1.10 This .i 
!] 
JHiohard T. Vicuers, "lihat It ·rakes to be a Good 
3upervisor," !4odern llospitals, XOI (July, l:J53), 63. 
)Ibid. 
10
oao11ia ,1 • .Perrodin, !2.£. ill• 
' :! 
14 ii 
-·-··--··-- -- -------------~1=-----~-~­
, 
concept is confirmed by nJ,tmerous author:3. Frank ata tea 
that "the key to maximum utilization of personnel lies not 
in the definition and assignment of function, but in the 
application of sound principles affecting and effecting 
hUman relationships. ••ll Nadler sta. tes it even more suc-
cinctly 11hen he says that "from the day a no\i' ernploye 
reports to his job until the day he loaves, his supervisor 
is faced w1 th the responsibility of enoourncing him to 
devolop."l2 
supervision has not always .rocuseu upon i)ersonnel 
development; in the past, 1 ts method was iJl'imarily inspec-
tion and it was autocratic in practice. Until recently, 
particularly in industry, ''the vrhole philosophy of super-
vision has been force and fear."l3 Managers thought they 
knew all about supervision and used a. few l~~le-of-thumb 
techniques to get out production, A trend in tl1e right 
direction was seen during \torld \far II and the postwar 
emergency period, when the federal government and private 
llclister Ohaz•les Haria Frank, "The Utilization of 
Huraing Personnel," Nursinr>; Outlook, VIII (April, 1960), 
20<2. 
12Leonard lladler, "A ~ianae;er' o Job is To ilelp Ern-
playas ;Jro~r," Ho!!ern Hospitals, XCV (Septelnber, 1960), 11), 
1 3:iillard s. Parker and Robert 'd, Kleemeier, iluman 
a.elations in 3upervision (Ne'.; Yoz•k: I·icGra•f-Hill llook 
Company, 1951), P• 10. 
' " 
industry pooled their efforts for the better utilization 
of manpower, materials, and mechanical equipment. The 
relationship between quality supervision and productive 
capacity had begun to be recognized. Testbony to tilis is 
apparent in the following excerpt from Parker and Kleemeier, 
uct. 
today, more than ever before, there is an awareness 
that the human factors in all our endeavors and pur-
suits overshadow technical achievernen t. ive shall, of 
course, continue to make improvements through better 
machines and material, but the great advances in 
morale and production of the future will come through 
better4supervision and understanding of the human side. 
Nursing, like industry, is concerned with a prod-
In nursing, that product is competent nursing care 
to patients. The supervisor's best means of achieving 
that product is through the development of her personnel. 
:! 
·, 
" 
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Like industry, nursing has been slow to accept the impor- :: 
tant relationship bet11een supervision and better production. 'I 
Even today, according to Frank, 
considerable thought has been given to management of 
materials, equipment, supplies, records, and routines. 
Too little attention has been given to sound direc-
tion of personnel,l5 
1ihy this is so may be revealed if we look at what 
II I 
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nurse supervisors have to say about their practice of 
supervision, In a study conducted by Pearsall, it was 
mentioned that "while all insisted that supervision should 
be done by professional nurses, most also indicated that 
supervision was in some ways not really nursing."l6 
,, 
i' ! 
I 
I! 
:,• 
Pearsall explained that this diffioul ty stemmed partly from ,, ,, 
a lack of conviction that benefiting patients indirectly 
through supervising others could be as important and per-
sonally satisfying as direct care,l7 Other factors enter-
ing into the dilemma of nursing supervision arise <'fhen 
the supervisor cannot relinquish cherished nursing func-
tions, is unable to draw the line between interfering and 
assisting, and when she does not have a general familiar-
ity with the special skills needed for supervision,lG 
Pearsall found that 
to the degree that their nursing education stressed 
technical over administrative knowledge, they felt 
unprepared to handle the great variety of relation-
ships demanded of supervisors.l9 
One natural question that should be generated by 
the foregoing discussion is - how are nurses selected for 
16;-~:arion Pearsall, 11 Supervision-A Uursing Dilemma, 11 
Nursing Outlook, IX (February, 1961), 91. 
17Ibid., p. 92 
l8ill.l!,. 
1 9Ib1d, 
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tr1e supe visory position·? 
entz furnishes us with a perspective on tile 
tl"cidl tio al selection of supervisors by consiuering the 
somelfha t similar problem in industry, 
The 
past job. 
his 
ld-fashioned foreman, like the head nurse of the 
came up through the ranks and was trained on the 
Usually he was selected for this post because of 
eniori·ty and his teolmical oompetence.20 
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About ho pi tal supervision, Lentz had this to say - P 
tala are fortunate in that their supervisOl'Y 11 
s llave almost always had experience at the general H 
level. They know what it is to be at the reeeiv- 'i 
nd of orders • • • '.fyp1oall~l they kno>f a good bit .1 
about organizational needs, ., !I 
il lle selection of qualified gersonnel fo.r super-
visory p sitions in industry bas been studied extensively: 
g only minor attention to selection procedures 
has been paid. All too often, manaeement ims assumed that 
any good nurse can become a good supervisor, but unrmppily 
this is 20 so. ' 
owledge and technical skills are important 
fications for a supervisor, but these are initial 
r than final considerations in the identification 
Oj;;dith 2-1. Lentz, '':fhat is A Jupervisor?" Nursing 
Oytloo,K;, IV (June, 1956), 336. 
ll,.l;!ll. 
2
"Looking Around," Modern Hospi te.ls, £.0V (July, 
l96o)' 5 • 
I 
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of supervisory t..'>lent. A gentle ha.nd 1fith oatients 
may be a bard fist with subordinatos.23 · 
Bailey states that the problem of supervisory relation-
ships is oomplioa ted in a great degree by the hetero,;onous 
baclcground of the supervisory group.24 i!e furtaer states 
that in most oases the bases used to select supervisors 
;-;ere unscientific and often only remotely tied to the 
function of supervision. 25 Bailey says that 
a study of the backgrounds of supervisors shows the 
following to ~~ve frequently been bases for selection: 
1. Long experience on the job (seniority) 
2. Jk1lled workmauship 
3. Loyalty ansi_oooperativeness in employment 
2>. Populari ty2u 
It should be noted that any basis directly associ-
ated with personnel development is conspicuously absent. 
Parkez• and K1eemeier write that seniority is often used 
instead of merit. because there is no posJible way that 
tllis practice can be manipulated unfairly.27 i4ao0a.chern 
states that 
2 3Ibid. 
241~orman D. Bailey • 'os 1 tal .:'ersonnel Adminis-
tration (Chicago: Physic1ansT=~~~~O~o~m~y~Ja~n~y~,~l~9~5~=.~p. 2()1. 
25~. 
26Ibid. 
27parker and Kleemeier, ~· ~·• P• 265, 
il 
... ·.::to-:-~-
it is expected that the director of nursing ~hief nurseJ!Ii 
understands the elements of adequate supervision and ~ 
that she will develop personnel to the point of good 'i 
practice. It ls known that failure to provide good '· 
su:;>ervision is one of the maj~5 reasons for poor aervice 'I 
and employee dissa tlsfaction. '-' '! 
On the basis of the foregoing aiscusalon, it is 
readily apparent that supervision in nurGin:; as ;;ell as in 
industry is being vie;-red anew by administration as the key 
to better production and service. The su~ervlsory task 
upon analysis falls into two distinct, yet interrelated 
aspects. There must be expert concern for process and 
ma·terials, and there must be expert concern for persona 
and human rela tiona, ;ihile it is generr~lly agreed tlla t 
these two aspects must be held in correct balance if 
supervision is to be successful, it is also reco~1ized that 
the tendency has been to lean toward the process and 
material side of supervision. It was on t~is premise that 
the follov;ing hypothesis was formulated. 
Statement of the Hypothesis 
Ohief nurses in Air 1orce hospitals select nurse 
supervisors primarily on the basis of their tec1mioal and 
managerial oompetence. 
23~ialcolm T. HacJaohern, dosuital Or~anization 
and l-lanage5ent (Ohioago: Physioians 1 Heoordompany, 
lJ5'tl ' »• 15. 
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CHAPTER III 
l!ETHODOLOGY 
Selection and Descriotion of the Sample 
All Air Force Hospitals located in the United 
States with average bed occupancies of 100 or over were 
selected for participation in the study, It was hoped by 
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lim1 ting the study to hosp1 tals of this size that it would II 
increase the chance of including hospitals which utilize 
nurse supervisory staffs. There are ninety-five Air Force 
Hospitals in the United 3tates; the above requirement for 
bed occupancy allowed thirteen hospitals to be used in the 
study, 
Data Collection Tool 
The data for this study were collected by means 
of a questionnaire (Appendix B) directed to ci1ief nurses 
in thirteen Air Force Hospitals. The questionnaire con-
tained open-ended questions, fixed-alternative responses, 
and a ranlcinG in order procedure, In one section of the 
questionnaire, provision was made for the chief nurse to 
rank in order several bases that could be used to select 
a nurse supervisor. In another section of the tool, 
under each listed basis for selection, fixed-alternative 
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responses were offered which dealt with managerial skills, 
personnel growth, prestige or reward as they pertain to 
supervision. The chief nurse was directed to select the 
one response which most nearly represented her point of 
view. Follow-up open-ended questions ( 1\.ppendix B) ;;ere 
:i 
., 
used to provide checks on previously elicited information ij 
li 
II 
and to assess any divergence of opinion regarding the bases ·1 
for selection that the fixed-alternative responses failed 
to reveal. 
Procurement of Data 
The questionnaire was mailed to each of the 
thirteen Chief r~ursas participating in the study. Pernlis-
sian to use Air Faroe facilities was granted by Colonel 
Dorothy Zeller, Chief Nurse, u. 3. Air .lo'orce Nurse Oorps. 
Eaoh hospital chief nurse was allowed to keep the ques-
tionnaire in her possession !or a period of ten days. It 
was felt by the investigator that tills time allowance 
remove any pressure to complete the questions and that, 
therefore, more thought \'I'Ould be used in answering the 
questionnaire. Zach participant was assured that neither 
she nor the hospital she represented would be identified 
il 
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in the study. A plain, stamped envelope was provided for ': 
! 
the return of the tool. 
:j 
i 
!lithin the established time period, ten of the 
questionnaires were returned, A f'ollo<<-up letter was 
sent to eaoll of the tnree non-respondents and within one 
week their questionnaires were returnect. Thus, tilere was 
a 100 per cent participation in this study. 
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OiiA.PTE.lt IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation and Disqussion of the Data 
The data for tt1is study were obtained by aeans of 
a questionnaire directed to the ol1ief nuraes of thirteen 
il.ir ii'orce hospitals. The intent of the fixed-alternative 
items in Part II of the tool (see Appendix ll) vras to de-
termine the respondent's underlying expectations of super-
vision as revealed by her stated reason for using a par-
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ticula.r basis in the selection of a nurse supervisor. .iilach il 
.. 
of the eight bases of selection was indirectly qualified 
by situation stateu1ents designed to reveal whether a chief 
nurse chose a superVisor for: 
1. personnel growth and development, or 
2. managerial and teoimioal competence, or 
3. miscellaneous factors such as prestige, 
reward, and personality. 
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Jince each of the thirteen participants was directed to ii 
choose the one situation stateruent under each of the eigi1t :i 
bases of seleotion listed in the questionnaire that most 
nearly represented her point of View, a ·total of 104 
res).)Onses was possible. These respon;>Els were analyzed 
and tile findings are presented in Table 1. 
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fable 1.--J?reference for tJituation statements according to i 
e:!peotation categories by thirteen Air J?orce Chief liurses, 
i! 
~peotation categories Number of responses :! 
to situation sta tement:l 
Personnel gr011th and development • • , , • • • • , • li3 
Hanagerial and technical competence 
Hiscellaneous factors 
• • • • • • • • 
(reward, prestige, personality) • • • • • • • • • • 
1'( 
17 
., 
'i 
·I 
------------]; 
' Total • • • • • • • • • 
a There were 7 stateutents Wllioh received no response 
Data in Table l reveal that the majority (63) of the 
responses was given to those situation statements that 
were indirectly concerned with personnel growth and de-
velopment. It can be inferred !rom this information tlmt 'i 
the chief nurses in the study seleot those individuals to 
supervise who indicate ability to assiat personnel to :: 
develop competency in nursing care, 
It should be noted that the res.;>onaes to ti10se 
situation sta teu1ents conoorned with technical and manage-
rial competence and 1dth miscellaneous factors were equally 
divided (17 responses for eaoh oateeory). This may indi-
cate that the situation statements concerned with tecnni-
cal and managerial competence were too specifically worded, 
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tilUS limiting the attention of tha respondent to one 
specific area of teoimioal or managerial sltill, sucil as 
planning time schedules. :rhe equal number of responses to 
both categories may indicate the respondent's true point 
of v1e~1 - that in a mili ta.ry structure, suc£1 .f'aotors as 
prestige, reward, peruonality are equally as important as 
manage~ent skills in considering the choice of a nurse 
supervisor. Then agaL1, the respondents may have assumed 
tnat the prestige and a;mrd of the supervisory position 
would only be given to those nurses li'ho have already 
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demonstrated teclmioal and managerial competency. I In other 1 
words, the two categories may not have been mutually 
exclusive in tl1e minds c.f' the respondents. 
rtesponses to the situation statements in Part II 
ot the questionnaire seemed fairly widely scattered (see 
Appendix a i. This <1ould seem to indicate tna t the under-
lying reasons tor using a basis of selection are not iden-
tical !or all ohie1' nurses. Aooordingly, each of the 
aeleotion bases was individually examined in ter~s of the 
situation statements listed under each basis. :rhe find-
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ings are presented and discussed below. ,I 
Length of Militarx service 
Two ohief nurses deolined to select any statement 
under this basis. This may indicate t.'la t none of the 
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statements reflected taeir point of vie••· ~'1ve ohie:f.' 
nurses selected the personnel development statement when 
they indicated that the older officer could give better 
guidance to the younger officers. 'l~he responnes of re-
ma1n1ng six chief nurses were equally divided bet·,,een the 
two miscellaneous statements concerned with reward and 
prestige. The stateruent concerned with managerial compe-
tence >ms not selected by any respondeat. dllile the 
personnel develop•n<mt s·ta tement reoei ved the hit;hest 
single response, the findings would seem to indicate that 
some of the chief nurses use length of military service as 
a means of rewarding authority and bringin,; prestige to 
the position of supervision. 
Previous Experience in ~upervision 
The staternent ''the experienced supervisor would 
have a better understanding of personnel and their prob-
lams" received twelve of the thirteen res:>On<Jes. 'l:his may 
indicate verbal support of the personnel function 1n 
supervision, or it may indicate that the statements were 
too transparent, t!1us revealing tile1r true purpose wr1ioh 
was to deteXQine the underlying reason for using the basis 
in the selection process. By responding to tile personnel-
centered state:nent, the eil1ef nurse may be ans\tering in 
terms o! what she tuinits is an acceptable trend in 
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Popularity 
\ihile the statement implying personnel-centered 
qualities received eight res;?onses, numerous oornments 
indica ted that the tel'.n "popularity" 1-ms a:ubiguous, The 
respondents commented that ii' popularity "meant the life 
o£ the party", the criterion would not bo used in these-
lection process. However, ii' popularity referred to a 
!i 
II il ,, 
d 
supervisor's ability to get along well with others, then 
its use in tlle selection process was justifiable. 
was implied when i'ive responses were assigned to the mis- !I 
oellaneous statement that in supervision, it is important il 
il 
:I 
' 
to have someone who is well-liked, 
:au ta.ry :aank 
I 
:I This basis or selection received res}onaes widely 
scattered over all situation statements, One respondent !I il 
il selected the miscellaneous statement "by ohooain;; the rank- !I 
ing officer, the guess-work is taken ou·t of tue selection 
process". T•.io cniei' nurses onose the personnel-centered 
statement referring to the guidance tlla. t the r<mi>:ing 
officer can ~;ive to her subordinates, Two cnief nurses 
declined to reapond to any of thi.l statements, wi1ich may 
indicate that none of the statements expressed their point 
of view. Four participan·ts selected the sta te.nent con-
earned rti th managerial ability when they said that ranking 
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officers have the authority necessary to get results. 
Four chief nurses linked military ra~~ to the prestige 
that can be brought to supervision by ohoosin<> the r-anking 
officer. 
The wide scattering of responses given to the 
reasons underlying the use of military rank as a selection 
buais indicates that there is no common reason for its 
use in selecting a supervisor. 
Kno:1ledge of the Clinical Soecial ty 
The majority of the chief nurses (nine out of 
thirteen) expressed the view that effective educational 
, programs could be planned by the supervisor 11llo has a good 
,, knO>iledge of her clinical special. ty. This 1IOUld seetn to 
i 
indicate that this selection basis would be used primarily 
to select a nurse supervisor who could contribute to per-
sonnel growth. Four of' the chief nurseo selected the 
statement t.ha t was concerned w1 th tec,mical and manac;erial 
competence when they indioated that tile supervisor ~11th a 
good knowledge of her clinical specialty oould better tell 
others how to care for special patients. :rhis may imply 
that these ohie:f' nurses see perso:mel grouth takins place 
through a process of "telling". 
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Educatlo:1al Background in 3ueerv1sion 
The majority of responses (nine) allowed tll.at the 
chief nurses as so cia ted tale basis lfl tll the persom1el d.e-
~ I 
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d ., 
'I 
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!i 
velopment ata tement when they linlced eduoa tional background 'i 
' p in supervision with the ability to better understand human 
!i 
behavior. One chief nurse saw tills basis in terms of 
" gl ving prestige to the supervisory position, 1otlllle anotb.er :1 
chose the managerial statement, that the trained su,Jervisor 11 
'I could plan better time schedules. l'hls res:Jonse raay be H 
reflecting a particular problem that this respondent was 
wrestling with at the time of answering the Cluestionnaire. 
'two responden ta selected the statement concerned l>'i th 
teolmical and managerial si;:ill indicatinc; that the author-
ity of the trained supervisor would be questioned less. 
:L'he word "authority" may have been mislead.i.nc; to the 
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respondents. It could have been interpreted as "that ,I 
autl:J.ori ty that comes from knowledge'' or 1 t cot.~ld nave 
meant ''timt authority tAa.t comes from posit.i.on". 
Teaching Ability 
Twelve responses were assigned to the statement 
concerned with the !unction of persoanel develo9ment. 
Teaching ability was apparently oono>lderQd to be a neces-
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sa.ry alemen t in the develo.£nnen t of the individual capabill- !! 
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ties of 9ersonnel. Thil> would seem to ia:iioate that the 
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chief nurses considered teaching to be a very important 
One cilia£ nurse selected the state- II 
ment "the supervisor with teaching ability can ensure that [j 
personnel are using equipment properly". This t'fas the :,!li 
aspect of supervision. 
statement that the investigator had arbitrarily assigned 'I 
to the teo!mical competence category, but the respondent 
may have been answering this as an indication of concern 
for personnel development as well as of oonoern for equip-
ment. liere again, these two aspects may not be mutually 
exclusive. 
Past "Ef.t'ect1veness Reports" 
There were three chief nurses who declined to 
answer any of the situation statements listed under this 
basis of selection. It could be assumed that none of the 
eta tements appealed to them or that ''etfecti veness re-
ports" were not favorably considered for use in the seleo-
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tion process. 31x c!l1e! nurses felt that the reports would !I 
be useful to identify those who have been able to contribut-1 
!i !I 
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to the growth of others, and therefore sholved pre.t'erenoe 
!or the personnel-centered eta te:nent. '.rwo respondents felt 11 
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that the reports would be useful to iden tii'y those who 
have exceptional teolmical ability, and t>to respondents 
indicated that t:1ey would use udteotiveness il.eports" to 
identify those who possess considerable nursin~ knowledge. 
il 
Again, t<1ere 1s a wide diversity of opinion underlying tl>e !1 
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reasons for using this basis of selection. 
dummary of the Findings in Part II 
Findings based on the fore-going preGentation of 
the data indicated a predominance of interest in super-
vision which is concerned with personnel growth and devel-
opment. Xhe expecta tiona tha. t ol1ief nurses had of their 
supervisors in this area oan be summarized as follows: 
1. Guidance of subordinate personnel. 
2. Understanding of personnel problems and ability to 
help personnel solve their problerr!S. 
3. Development of individual capacities of personnel 
through effective educational programs and throue;h 
incidental teaching. 
'i'hile the teohnioal and managerial asl)eots of 
supervision were not emphasized in the selection process 
as s·t;rongly as was the personnel development function, 
some expectations in this area oould be identified. These 
were: 
1. inspecting of problem areas. 
2. cneoking on the aff1o1enoy of perso{j.nel. 
3. exercising authority to get results. 
4. e:~pla.ining t11e use of equipment and beiu,s sure that 
personnel know how to use it properly. 
The miscellaneous factors, such as prestige, re-
ward, or personality as they affect the selection of a 
nurse supervisor revealed the tollo\-linc; expecta tiona: 
1. ;~pervision is considered as a prestige position. 
2, Jupervis1on ia a position tnat caa be given as a 
re;mrd for loyal service. 
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3. cluperviaion is a position to which prestige oan be 
brought by selecting supervisors w·ho have senior1 ty 
in length of service and military rank. 
Some of the bases of selection received responses 
indicative of a predominance of choice for the persoanel 
development statements. This oan be seen in Table 2 where 
ing to categories and bases of selection are summarized. 
Table 2.--Responses to 
Air lorce chief nurses 
and bases of selection 
situation statements by thirteen 
according to expectation oatec;oriesa il 
Bases of delection Respondents 
-
l 2 " 4 :) 0 7 8 9 10 ,/ 
Length of military service 0 p ., l''l 11 l' .~1 p 0 H ,.,,. ••• 
.Experience in supervision p p p T p p p .I? p p 
Popularity p M p }1 p p p ., !. Pi H 
Hili tary rank 0 l'4 M T H. i1 p 0 M T 
Knowledge of clinical 
specialty p i> T p p T X ? p p 
Educational background p p M T p T P p p p 
Teaching ability p p p p p l.' p p T p 
".;:;ffecti veness Reports" T 0 p ·r T J? p 0 0 ? 
aKey to categories 
P••Parsonnel-oentered statements 
T--Teohnioal or managerial statements 
11--!Usoellaneous statements (prestige, re~rard, 
personality) 
o--tio answer given 
ll 12 
l•! .1? 
p 
.I? 
p p 
T T 
p p 
p T 
p p 
T l? 
13 
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ii'rom the information in Tabla 2, it can be seen 
that the bases of selection receiving a predominance of 
responses for the personnel-centered statements are: 
l. Previous ex:,Jerience in supervision. 
2. Kno>rledge of clinical specialty. 
3. Teaching ability. 
4 • .8duoational background in supervision. 
It oan be assumed then that these bases of seleo-
tion will be used primarily in the selection of a nurse 
supervisor who is expected by a chief nurse to give 
assistance in personnel growth and develo).)ment of those 
supervised. 
Table 2 also shows those respondents who manifest 
a maJor interest in the personnel development statements 
aooording to the number of times that these chief nurses 
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selected the statement concerned with personnel gro;vth and l 
., 
development. It oan be seen in Table 2 that no clearly 
de!ined pattern is diatinguislmble for the responses con- ·i 
..j 
'i earned w1 th technical and managerial competence or for the il 
'I 
miscellaneous staterlle!lts. ': 
Analysis of ?art III 
As a further means of identifying ti1ose bases 
favored by chief nurses in the selection of nurse su~er-
visors, eaoh particip~lt was directed to rank in order 
the bases of selection listed in Part III of the quea-
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tionnaire (.Appendix B), The 
that number one (1) should indicate the selection basis 
most favored; number two (2) should indicate the basis she 
favored next, etc. ?or each of the eiGht bases of seleo-
tion, the rank order values assigned by the thirteen 
respondents were totaled, then divided by the number of 
respondents to obtain the average group rank order value 
tor each basi a of selection, Table 3 allows the results 
of this procedure. 
Table 3.--Average rank values assigned by tl1irteen chief 
nurses to the bases for selecting a supervisor 
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---------------------------------------------------------!1 
Knowledge of clinical specialty 
Previous experience in supervision 
Teaching ability 
Educational background 
:.1111 tary rank 
Past "Effecti veneas Reports'' 
Length of Military service 
Popularity 
2.07 
3.00 
3.85 
5.07 
5.46 
5.93 
6.15 
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Analysis of the data in Table 3 confirms that the 
bases previously sho1m to have been assooia ted wi tll per-
sonnel growth and development are those that are most 
favored for use in the selection of a nurse supervisor. 
Analysis of Part IV 
In Part IV of the questionnaire (see Appendix E), 
the otlief nurses were asked to list and explain any basie 
of selection that they would not use in the selection of 
a nurse supervisor. These are presented below. 
Past "Ef'feotiveness Reports" 
Three chief nurses stated that they would not use 
past ''Effectiveness Reports'' in the selection of a super-
visor because the reliability and validity of the reports 
vary aocording to the ability of the rater. One of tnese 
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respondents stated that judglllent should not be passed on 'I 
I 
any individual on the basis of past reports. Jhe believed !I 
' i! in "start ina; everyone out with a olean slate". 'fvro of 1 
ti1ese chief nurses stated that the reports w·ere not always 
available for their use. One respondent stated that the 
reports oould be used 1n the initial screening of pros-
peoti ve supervisors. 
PopularitY' 
Five ahief nurses stated that they would not use 
tllis basis of selection to ahoose a supervisor. Iilis 
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decision seemed to be generated by the ambiguity of the 
term itself, It was felt that "respect" or "esteem" 11ould 
be a more sui table terrn, One chief nurse mentioned that 
popularity, meaning "a good Joe", often i'roduces a poor 
supervisor, 
Length of M111 tnry :>ervic<'~ 
Three chief nurses felt that length of military 
service was not an adequate criterion of ability. TliO 
respondents qualified this opinion by stating that in a 
military hierarchy, this basis, as well as military rank, 
r!lust be considered, This comment apparently was based on 
their recognition that supervision represents a superior-
subordinate relationship. 
The other question in Part IV of the questionnaire 
asked the participants to list the three bases that they 
would use to select a nurse supervisor of a major clinical 
service. The responses to this question reiterated that 
the bases that would be used were tllosa de signa teu pre-
viously as most favored in the rank-order values, namely: 
1. Previous experience in supervision 
2. Knowledge of clinical specialty 
3. Teaching ability 
In addition, five participants inc11cated that they 
would assign a nurse to the supervisory position, who has 
dernonstra tad leadership poten t1al. One res,)onden t ex-
plained that "a good leader will motivate, train, and 
direct personnel to maintain a high standard of patient 
oare". The other four respondents linked leadership 
potential to a supervisor's ability to make long-range 
plana and to aasi~Jt in the formulation and interpretation 
of policy wh.loh a.t'teots her aubordina tea. 
.>even chief nurses indioated they would assign a 
nurse to the supervisory poai tion, \1ho has sho1m an under-
standing of interpersonal relationships because the super-
visor could promote and maintain harmonious working condi-
tions, ;uich will result in job aatisfaation for the staff 
and better nursing oare for the patients. 
J\.nalysio of the experiential backgrounds o:r the 
respondents showed t11a t the length o:t: e~:;;erience in the 
I 
:I 
I 
position of ollie! nurse ranged from eigilt mouths to eight- 'i 
'I 
een years l'li th a group average of eigi1t and one-half years. II 
" !I 
The possibility that leneth of experience in the position 'I 
!i 
ot chief nurse would influence the way t'mt a c.lief nurse 
looks at a selection basis waa considered.. It vms spec-
uls.ted by the investigator that the more ex;>erience one 
had in the position of chief nurse, tlw more personnel-
centered one would be co:,Je. It was found that tuo se Cillef 
nui·ses 11i th experience below the group average res;Jonded 
equlllly in tile selection ol.' the situation statement;; con-
I 
!I 
earned with personnel growth and development as did those 
chief nurses whose experience in the chief nurse position 
exceeded the group average. 
Jim1lar1ly, it was specula ted by tlle investigator 
that the more one advanced in eduoa tional pre para tiOLl, the 
more personnel-cantered one would tend to beoo:.r;e. R:re.m-
ination of the data concerned with the respondent's educa-
tional preparation revealed that t1ro of the ci1ief nurses 
had not received any additional formal education since 
their graduation from a diplollla school of nursing; five of 
the res;Jondents had baccalaureate degrees; tHo o! the 
respondents had ruaster' s degrees; and four of the respond-
ents had earned sorne college credits or had attended a 
military administrative nursing course. Analysis of the 
' 
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data sho•red that one of the chief nurses who had a master' a :1 
degree responded to only two out of a possible eight sit-
uation statements concerned with perso1lnal development; 
the other chief nurse who had a master's degree selected 
three of the personnel-centered s1 tua tion atfl teme:1 t<l. 
of the t110 chief nurses uho had not rece1 ved any adui t1onal 
formal education since their graduation from a. diplollla 
school of nursing selected five out of a possible eiGht 
statements concerned w1 th personnel develoy;ne,lt. This 
would seem to indicate an inverse relationship between 
personnel-can tared ex;Jecta tiona and advanced eduoa tion. 
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~'wnmary 
This study focused on the bases usetl by Air E'orce 
chief nurses in the selection of nurse su.;>ervisors. The 
study was conducted by means of a questionnaire directed 
to the chief nurses in thirteen Air Force hospitals lo-
cated in the United Jtates, Because the Air ~oroe uses 
personnel with varying skills and preparation to accom-
plish its nursing mission, it was felt to be of value to 
determine whether emphasis in the selection process was 
i! !; ,, 
'i 
II 
placed on a supervisor's a bill ty to contribute to the '! 
:I 
., 
growth and development of the heterogenoua perso!.lllel Iillo 
compose the nursing team, or whether emphasis in selection 
was placed on a supervisor's tecHmical and managerial com-
petence, or on other factors such as re\vard, presti,~e, or 
personal! ty, Also, because all Air l!'orce nurses are 
subJect to assignment rota·tion based on the needs of a 
military establishment, a study which coulu demonstrate 
the bases used in the selection and assic;nment of nurse 
supervisors would be useful to inulcate the expectations 
of chlei' nurse of supervisors in terms of philosophy of 
ii 
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supervision. 
It was hypothesized that nurse suf)ervisors in the 
Air Force were selected primarily on the basis of their 
teolmioal and managerial competence. In order to prove or 
disprove tb.e hypothesis, it was necessary to determine the 
bases that chief nurses commonly use when selecting a 
supervisor and the reasons underlying the use of the selec- il 
tion bases. ;;;tatements depicting situations in supervisor 
selection •~ere listed under each of eight bases of selec-
tion. These situation statements purposed to qualify the 
selection basis according to interest in one of the three 
categories: 
1. personnel development and growtJ1, 
2, technical and managerial skills, 
3. miscellaneous factors, auoh as presti(~e, 
or personality. 
re11ard, 
It was found that the large majority of responses 
indicated a predominance of preference for the personnel 
development situation statements, Four of tue bases re-
eel ved an overwhelming response beoause of the preference 
for development and growth statements. These ~1ere: 
1, r~owledge of cl1n1oal specialty 
2. Previous experience in supervision 
3, Teaoh1ng ability 
4, Educational background 
The use of these bases in the saluotlon of a 
supervisor who is perso.rmel-centared was supported by 
numerous comments from the ohief nurses. The results of 
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a ranking in order procedure reaffirmed tne above bases of 
selection as the most favored for use in supervisor selec-
tion. 
In this study, it was found that the choice of 
the situation statements had no direct relationship to the 
iJ 
!I 
!I 
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il 
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educational background of the respondents nor to the length il 
of time in the chief nurse position of the respondents. 
Because the findings of the study repeatedly re-
vealed a decided preference for the usc of bases of selec-
tion which in the opinion of these chief nurses could pro-
mote personnel growth and development, the hypothesis as 
stated in this study was disproved. 
Conclusions 
Air Force chief nurses place greater emphasis on 
a supervisor' a ab1li ty to contribute to personnel gro;fth 
,, 
II 
i 
and development than on technical and managerial competence i 
or on miscellaneous factors like prest1[;e or reward. This 
study demonstrated that tile participants in tl:lis study have 
the follol•ing expeota tiona of their nurse supervisors: 
l, SUpervisors are expected to be sensitive to the 
problems of their personnel. 
: 
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2, SUpervisors must be able to guide and counsel their 
personnel. I 
I 
3. .;.uperv1sors must be able to develop the individual II 
oapab1li ties of their personnel through effective 11 
educational programs and interpersonal relationships.i 
I 
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To meet these expectations, chief nurses use the 
follO>fing bases of selection as ori teria for assigning 
nurses to the role of uupervisor: 
1. Knowledge of clinical specialty 
2. Previous supervisory experience 
3. Teaching ability 
4. ~duoational background 
It was generally agreed that length of military 
service and military rank were not adequate criteria of a 
supervisor's ability, but it was the consensus that in a 
military hierarchy these bases could not be disregarded 
since an authority relationship in supervision does exist. 
Past "Effectiveness Reports" are useful criteria 
in the selection process only to the extent that their 
use is limited to the installation where written, Con-
siderable doubt about unbiased objectivety exists in the 
minds of some chief nurses. 
Because evidence collected in this study points 
to interest and concern with the personnel function in 
supervision, it must be concluded that the philosophy of .; 
supervision of these Air Force chief nurses is based on the ~~ 
premise that supervision can improve nursing care to 
patients through the stimulation, growth, and development 
of personnel. 
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1. that a study be done to determine the extent to 
which Air Force nurse supervisors are meeting the 
expectations in the area of personnel growth and 
development. 
2. that a aL~ilar study be done in smaller Air loroe 
hospitals to determine the bases used in the 
selection of head nurses who are the potential 
supervisors. 
3. that job descriptions of the supervisor's duties 
be written to reflect the greater emphasis on the 
supervisor's function in personnel growth and 
development. 
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APPBIDIX .A. 
.l 
' J 
Chief Nurse 
7 Euston Street 
Brookline, Massachusetts 
February 1962 
U.S. Air Force Hospital 
Dear Hadam: 
I am a student enrolled in a program of 
nursing leading to a ]<;aster's Degree at Boston 
University. A completed Field Study is a re-
quirement of this program. To meet this re-
quirement I am studying the bases used by Air 
Force Chief Nurses in the selection of nurse 
supervisors. This study is being conducted •ri th 
the approval of Colonel Dorothy N. Zeller, 
You can help me to complete this Field 
Study by answering the enclosed questionnaire, 
which Tr!ill take you about fifteen minutes. 
Neither you nor the Hospital you represent will 
be identified in the study. 
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire 
and return it to me by February, 1962. A stamped 
return envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 
Thank you for participating in this study. 
Sincerely yours, 
Hary A. Goddard 
Major USAF(NC) Enc, 8 
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QUESTimJ~TAIRE 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
PLEASE DO NOT PUT YOUR NAHE ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
YOU !ILL IN NO 'AY BE IDENTIFIED IN THIS STUDY. 
THERE ARE FOUR (4) TARTS TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
PLEASE CO:'lPLETE ALL FOUR PARTS. THE INSTRUCTIO~TS 
':ILL BE FOUND AT THE BEGHTh'ING OF EACH PART. 
PART 1 
COHPLETE THE FOLLO~YING: 
l. Hoer long have you been the Chief Nurse of this hospital? 
------------------· 
2. Have you been a Chief Nurse in an Air Force Hospital 
3. 
before? Check one. 
Never before 
Once before 
Twice before 
More than twice before 
How many years of experience as a 
Air Force Hospitals do you have? 
Chief trurse in 
(include your present 
assignment) 
----------------------· years 
4. '/hat is your present military rank? ________ _ 
5. •:hat is your educational background? Check those that 
apply. 
BASIC 
mJRSHJG 
SCHOOL 
COLLEGE 
Hili tary 
Administra-
tive Course 
For Nurses 
Diploma. ___ __ Collegiate Program. ____ _ 
Some 
College Baccalaureate flaster's Credits _____ Degree. ______ _ Degree. ____ _ 
Attended. __ _ Did not attend. ___ _ 
PART II 
LISTED BELOvl ARE SOME BASES THAT CAN BE USED \THEN 
SELECTING A NURSE SUPERVISOR. CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE 
REASON THAT MOST NEARLY REPRESENTS YOUR POINT OF VIEii, 
CIRCLE ONE REASON FOR EACH BASIS, 
-
a. Length of 1-!ili tary Service 
1. Older officers are thus given the prestige of 
the position. 
2. Older officers are able to guide the younger ones 
better, 
3. True and faithful service should be rewarded. 
4. Older officers can tell people what to do more 
easily. 
b. Previous Experience in Supervision 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Experienced supervisor would already know how to 
inspect for problem areas. 
The experienced supervisor would need less orient-
atior. to her duties. 
The experienced supervisor would have a better 
understanding of personnel and their problems. 
The experienced supervisor would know how to check 
on people to see if they were doing their jobs, 
c. Popularity 
1. In supervision it is important to have someone 
who is rrell liked. 
2. Subordinates are more likely to heed the orders of 
a popular person, 
3. In selecting someone who is popular, chances are 
good that personality clashes will be avoided, 
4. Subordinates are more likely to seek the help and 
guidance of a popular person. 
d. Military rank 
1. By choosing the ranking officer, the guess-work 
is taken out of the selection process. 
2, Ranking officers give better guidance to subordinates. 
3, Ranking officers should be given the prestige of 
the position. 
4. Ranking officers have the ruthority necessary to 
get results, 
e. Knowledge of the Clinical Specialty she will 
supervise 
1. The supervisor who knows her clinical 
specialty would have a thorough kno-.rledr.:e 
of special equipment used. 
2. The supervisor vrho knows her clinical 
specialty uill be better prepared to tell 
others how to care for special patients. 
3. The supervisor who knows her clinical 
specialty can plan effective educational 
programs for her staff. 
4. The supervisor vrho knovrs her clinical 
specialty can check on people for mistakes. 
f. Educational Background in Supervision 
L By selecting someone 1;ho has had supervisory 
training, prestige is given to the position. 
2. Tre authority of the trained supervisor is 
less likely to be questioned. 
3. ~he trained supervisor would have a better 
vnrl.erstanding of human behavior. 
4. Tr,e crained supervisor vJOuld be able to plan 
more effective time schedules. 
g. lli2hing Ability 
1. Supervisors vrith teaching ability can 
recognize and develop individual capacities. 
2. Supervisors with teaching ability can ensure 
that personnel are using equipment properly. 
3. Supervisors with teaching ability can tell 
people how to do procedures better. 
4. Supervisors >rith teaching ability can 1-rrite 
better "Effectiveness Reports.'' 
h. Past ''Effectiveness Reports'' 
1. 
2. 
4. 
"Effectiveness Reports" can identify those 
vi th exceptional technical co'npetence. 
"Effectiveness Reports" can identify those Hho 
can give orders and maintain discipline. 
"Effectiveness Reports" can identify those vrho 
have contributed to the growth of others. 
"Effectiveness Ii.enorts" can identif;y- those 
;rho possess considerable nursing knoriledge. 
PART III 50 
RANK THE FOLLOnNG BASES FOR SELECTION IN 
IN ORDE2 OF ·rHEIR H!PORTANCE TO YOU IN THE 
SELECTIOJ\T OF A SUPERVISOR FOR ONE OF THE rliAJOR 
CLII\ICAL SERVICES. ~mrffiER (1) SHOULD INDICATE 
THE ITK< YOU VALUE Jv:OST: NUloffiER ( 2) SHOULD 
INDICATE THE ITEi-1 YOU VALUE NEXT, AND SO m;. 
USE Ol\'LY ONE NUMBER PER ITE£1. '·fRITE THE 
NUl·ffiBR YOUcHOOSE nr THE PARENTHESES AFTER 
EACH !TElL DO NOT USE A:NY liUMBER T'HCE. 
a. Length of J'IIill tary Service 
b. Previous Experience in 
Supervision 
c. Popularity 
d • Hill tary Rank 
e. Knowledge of that Clinical 
Specialty 
f. Educational Background 
g. Teaching Ability 
h. Past "Effectiveness Reports" 
1. Other (List and ::tank) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
) 
( ) 
( ) 
PART IV ANS'~ER THE FOLL01!IIJG: 
1. In selecting a supervisor, rrhat ~-rould be the 
three most i:nportant criteria you vrould use? 
You need not limit yourself to any of the 
criteria listed in Part III of this questionnajre. 
2. Explain vhy you think the above criteria you 
listed rrill insure the selection of a supervisor 
~Tho will meet your expectations. 
51 
3, Were there any items listed in Part III of this 
questionn~ire that you would not use in selecting 
a supervi>rr? List and explatn7 
4. ''!ould you like to receive a summary of the results 
of this study?~--~~~-· 
yes or no 
52 
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Item 
Category 
Hesponses 
Item 
Oategory 
,tesponses 
Item 
Oategory 
Responses 
Item 
Category 
I~esponses 
Key: 
A2P~.DIX (cont) 
~. AnOliledj~S of Clinical ::loecialt;z:: 
1 2 3 4 N/A 
T "' p T J. 
0 4 9 0 0 
b', .Educational Backt:;round in Supervision 
l 2 3 4 N/A 
" 
,,, 1' p T 
l 2 9 l 0 
.. Teaching Ability 
"'' 
l 2 3 4 N/A 
p T T 'I 
12 l 0 0 0 
il, J?ast "Effectiveness l\eports" 
l 2 
T 
2 0 
3 
p 
6 
4 N/A 
2 3 
P- Personnel-centered Statements 
l'• Technical and l4anac;erial Statements 
;;;- Miscellaneous Statements (presti1;e, re11ard, 
personality) 
Il/A- ito response given 
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